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Abstract
In this paper we investigate how readabil-
ity varies between texts originally writ-
ten in English and texts translated into
English. For quantification, we analyze
several factors that are relevant in as-
sessing readability – shallow, lexical and
morpho-syntactic features – and we em-
ploy the widely used Flesch-Kincaid for-
mula to measure the variation of the read-
ability level between original English texts
and texts translated into English. Finally,
we analyze whether the readability fea-
tures have enough discriminative power to
distinguish between originals and transla-
tions.

1 Introduction and Related Work

The products of translation generally differ from
original, non-translated texts. According to Kop-
pel and Ordan (2011), two main aspects that lead
to differences between the two categories have
been identified: 1) effects of the translation pro-
cess that are independent of the source language;
2) effects of the source language on the translation
product, also known as source language interfer-
ence. According to Sun (2012), the reception of a
translated text is related to cross-cultural readabil-
ity. Translators need to understand the particular-
ities of both the source and the target language in
order to transfer the meaning of the text from one
language to another. While rendering the source
language text into the target language, it is also im-
portant to maintain the style of the document. Var-
ious genres of text might be translated for different
purposes, which influence the choice of the trans-
lation strategy. For example, for political speeches
the purpose is to report exactly what is communi-
cated in a given text (Trosborg, 1997). In this pa-
per we investigate how readability features differ
between original and translated texts.

Systems for automatic readability assessment
have received an increasing attention during the
last decade. While research focused initially on
English, further studies have shown a growing in-
terest in other languages, such as Spanish (Huerta,
1959), French (Kandel and Moles, 1958) or Ital-
ian (Franchina and Vacca, 1986; François and
Miltsakaki, 2012). Readability assessment sys-
tems have a wide variety of applications. We
mention here only a few: 1) they provide assis-
tance in selecting reading material with an ap-
propriate level of complexity from a large collec-
tion of documents, for second language learners
and people with disabilities or low literacy skills
(Collins-Thompson, 2011); 2) they help adapting
the technical documents to various levels of medi-
cal expertise, within the medical domain (Elhadad
and Sutaria, 2007); 3) they assist the processes of
machine translation, text simplification, or speech
recognition and evaluate their effectiveness, in the
research area of NLP (Aluisio et al., 2010; Stymne
et al., 2013).

Most of the traditional readability approaches
investigate shallow text properties to determine
the complexity of a text, based on assumptions
which correlate surface features with the linguis-
tic factors which influence readability. For ex-
ample, the average number of characters or syl-
lables per word, the average number of words
per sentence and the percentage of words not oc-
curring among the most frequent n words in a
language are correlated with the lexical, syntac-
tic and, respectively, the semantic complexity of
the text. The Flesch-Kincaid measure (Kincaid et
al., 1975) employs the average number of sylla-
bles per word and the average number of words
per sentence to assess readability, while the Auto-
mated Readability Index (Smith and Senter, 1967)
and the Coleman-Liau metric (Coleman and Liau,
1975) measure word length based on character
count rather than syllable count; they are func-
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tions of both the average number of characters per
word and the average number of words per sen-
tence. Gunning Fog (Gunning, 1952) and SMOG
(McLaughlin, 1969) account also for the percent-
age of polysyllabic words and the Dale-Chall for-
mula (Dale and Chall, 1995) relies on lists of most
frequent words to assess readability.

2 Our Approach

The problem that we investigate in this paper is
how the readability level varies across original and
translated texts (from various source languages).
We identify utterances from Europarl in a wide
variety of languages, we identify their translations
into English, and on these English translations we
conduct a quantitative analysis of the readability
features. As most research on readability focused
on English so far, there are several formulas, fea-
tures and tools available for quantifying the differ-
ences in the level of readability.

In this paper we complement our previous anal-
ysis (Ciobanu and Dinu, 2014) on the readabil-
ity features for the original texts and their trans-
lations. Here we focus on the target language, an-
alyzing whether different source languages lead to
differences in the readability level for the trans-
lated texts.

2.1 Data

We run our experiments on Europarl (Koehn,
2005), a multilingual parallel corpus extracted
from the proceedings of the European Parliament.
Its main intended use is as aid for statistical ma-
chine translation research (Tiedemann, 2012). The
corpus is tokenized and aligned in 21 languages.
In Table 1 we report statistics extracted from our
dataset. Given the fact that the Flesch-Kincaid for-
mula is based on the average number of words per
sentence and on the average number of syllables
per word, the differences between the languages
(in terms of the number of speakers and sentences)
do not affect the results.

According to van Halteren (2008), translations
in the European Parliament are generally made by
native speakers of the target language. Transla-
tion is an inherent part of the political activity
(Schäffner and Bassnett, 2010) and has a high
influence on the way the political speeches are
perceived. The question posed by Schäffner and
Bassnett (2010) “What exactly happens in the
complex processes of recontextualisation across

Lang. # speakers # sentences
EN 62 1,262
SV 292 80,171
NL 226 156,836
DA 151 37,045
FI 99 36,768
DE 539 300,672
ET 22 4,284
MT 15 2,790
PL 175 62,479
FR 691 264,460
LV 30 4,652
SL 41 8,576
HU 89 23,129
CS 67 20,637
BG 33 5,432
SK 35 13,873
LT 48 14,834
ES 378 116,834
RO 75 24,586
IT 389 109,297
PT 166 98,653

Table 1: Number of speakers and sentences for
each language in our Europarl subset.

linguistic, cultural and ideological boundaries?”
summarizes the complexity of the process of trans-
lating political documents. Political texts might
contain complex technical terms and elaborated
sentences. Therefore, the results of our experi-
ments are probably domain-specific and cannot be
generalized to other types of text. Although par-
liamentary documents probably have a low read-
ability level, our investigation is not negatively in-
fluenced by the choice of corpus because we are
consistent across all experiments in terms of text
gender and we report results obtained solely by
comparison between source and target languages.

2.2 Pre-processing

To obtain the dataset for our experiments, we fol-
low the pre-processing steps described by Ciobanu
and Dinu (2014). We extract segments of text
written in English, we identify their source lan-
guages, and we group them based on the lan-
guage of the speaker. We compute the Flesch-
Kicaid formula for each collection of segments of
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text Ti having the source language Li and the tar-
get language English. The files contain annota-
tions for marking the document (<chapter>), the
speaker (<speaker>) and the paragraph (<p>).
Some documents have the attribute language for
the speaker tag, which indicates the language used
by the original speaker. Another way of annotating
the original language is by having the language ab-
breviation written between parentheses at the be-
ginning of each segment of text. However, there
are segments where the language is not marked in
either of the two ways. We account only for sen-
tences for which the original language could be
determined.

We handle inconsistent encodings and values
generated by the automatic extraction of the in-
formation from the website of the European Par-
liament, such as the occurrence of more than one
speaker names in the <speaker> tag, separated
either by a comma or by the and conjunction,
or the occurrence of a speaker’s affiliation in the
<speaker> tag, e.g., Ana Maria Gomes (PSE).
We discard the transcribers’ descriptions of the
parliamentary sessions (such as “Applause” or
“The President interrupted the speaker”).

3 Experiments

In this section we describe our experiments on
the variability of the readability feature values for
original English texts and texts translated into En-
glish from various source languages.

3.1 Flesch-Kincaid

We employ the Flesch-Kincaid measure (Kincaid
et al., 1975), which assesses readability based on
the average number of syllables per word and
the average number of words per sentence. The
Flesch-Kincaid formula is one of the most widely
used readability metrics developed for English. It
assesses the level of readability accounting for the
number of syllables per word (as an approxima-
tion of the difficulty of a word) and for the number
of words per sentence (as estimation of the syntac-
tic difficulty of a text). The metric is computed as
follows:

0.39
#words

#sentences
+ 11.8

#syllables

#words
− 15.59.

The Flesch-Kincaid formula produces values
which correspond with U.S. grade levels. We ap-

ply this measure on English texts, either origi-
nally written in English or translated from other
languages. To determine the number of syllable
for English words, we employ CMU Pronouncing
Dictionary1, a machine-readable dictionary that
contains over 125,000 words and provides infor-
mation regarding their syllabication.

In order to investigate and compare the readabil-
ity level for original English texts and texts trans-
lated from other languages, we complete the fol-
lowing experiments. In a first phase, we compute
the Flesh-Kincaid metric for each language, for all
the concatenated files in our Europarl subcorpus.

3.1.1 Outliers Removal
The readability of a text depends, among other
things, on its author. We investigate whether the
readability level characterizes certain speakers, if
it varies across different utterances of the same
speaker and if the readability level for a language
is influenced by speakers having odd readability
levels associated. For this purpose, we designed
three experiments based on the same idea – identi-
fication of outliers in our dataset. Further, in order
to eliminate a confounding factor, namely the in-
dividuality of the speakers, to focus on the source
language of the text, we perform three stages of
pruning for our dataset.

• S1: For each language, we account for the
overall readability score computed for all
documents of each speaker; based on these
computed values, we determine outliers and
remove them from the dataset; then, we re-
run the experiments based on Flesch-Kincaid
measure for the remaining speakers. In order
to achieve this, we divide the dataset based on
the source language of the segments of text
and for each language we divide the segments
of text based on the speaker. We compute the
overall readability score for the utterances of
each speaker and, after dividing the segments
of text from the dataset based on the speak-
ers, we compute the standard quartiles Q1,
Q2 and Q3 with regard to the overall level
of readability for each speaker. We use the
interquartile range IQR = Q3 − Q1 to find
outliers in data. For our experiments, we con-
sider outliers the observations that fall below
Q1− 1.5(IQR) (lower fence - LF ) or above

1http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/cgi-bin/cmudict
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Q3 + 1.5(IQR) (upper fence - UF ) (She-
skin, 2003). We compute the Flesch-Kincaid
formula again accounting only for the speak-
ers having the individual level of readability
in [LF,UF ] range.

• S2: We repeat the previous experiment intro-
ducing a further level of granularity: we in-
vestigate outliers for each speaker by com-
puting the Flesch-Kincaid metric individ-
ually for each document belonging to a
speaker. We discard documents whose lev-
els of readability are outliers and we compute
the Flesch-Kincaid formula again accounting
only for the documents having the individual
level of readability in the [LF,UF ] range.

• S3: In the last experiment we consider, for
each language, the readability scores of each
document belonging to each speaker. We
apply the same strategy as before: we de-
tect outliers among documents and remove
them from the dataset. Then we compute the
Flesch-Kincaid measure again, for the con-
catenation of all the remaining documents af-
ter outliers removal, for each language.

3.1.2 Results
In Table 2, column 2, we report the Flesch-Kincaid
values for all 21 languages. One can notice that
the lowest Flesh-Kincaid value belongs to the col-
lection of texts having English as the source lan-
guage, followed by texts having Germanic source
languages, texts having Slavic source languages
and, finally, texts translated from Romance lan-
guages. Finno-Ugric languages represent the only
family that doesn’t form a cluster with regard to
the Flesch-Kincaid metric value. Among the Ro-
mance languages, French is the only one that sets
apart from the group, being closer to the Germanic
cluster. For the outliers removal experiment we
report the results in Table 2, columns 3-5. The re-
sults are very similar to those of the initial exper-
iment, suggesting that although there are outliers
in the data (in Figure 1 we represent the boxplot
for the Flesch-Kincaid values for each speaker’s
utterances), their presence does not impact signif-
icantly the overall readability values.

3.2 Classification
In this section we investigate the readability of
translation as a classification problem. Taking
as input original English sentences and sentences

Lang.
Flesch-Kincaid

before remo- after pruning
ving outliers S1 S2 S3

EN 11.45 11.50 11.47 11.51
SV 11.50 11.49 11.45 11.44
NL 11.56 11.55 11.51 11.50
DA 11.95 11.94 11.90 11.89
FI 11.99 12.01 11.95 11.94
DE 12.45 12.44 12.38 12.37
ET 12.71 12.71 12.66 12.62
MT 12.79 12.79 12.73 12.74
PL 12.81 12.81 12.75 12.73
FR 13.29 13.30 13.25 13.24
LV 13.34 13.34 13.25 13.26
SL 13.35 13.31 13.34 13.32
HU 13.46 13.41 13.42 13.41
CS 13.75 13.76 13.70 13.66
BG 13.90 13.73 13.80 13.84
SK 13.91 13.91 13.86 13.84
LT 14.69 14.72 14.60 14.59
ES 14.72 14.70 14.61 14.59
RO 15.01 15.00 14.91 14.88
IT 15.54 15.54 15.46 15.46
PT 15.60 15.60 15.47 15.44

Table 2: Flesch-Kincaid values for our Europarl
subset before (column 2) and after (columns 3-5)
removing outliers.

translated from other languages, our goal is to
see whether the readability features have enough
discriminative power to distinguish original from
translated text. Thus, we train a logistic regression
classifier2 for a binary decision problem: original
versus translation. We extract randomly from our
dataset 1,000 English original sentences and 1,000
sentences translated into English3. We split this
dataset into train and test subsets with a 3:1 ra-
tio. We choose the optimal value for the logis-
tic regression regularization parameter perform-
ing 3-fold cross-validation on the training set (we
search over {10−3, ..., 103}). Finally, we evaluate
the model on the test set.

2We use the scikit-learn library (Pedregosa et al., 2011).
3We work with only 1,000 sentences in order to have a

stratified dataset, since for English the number of sentences
we identified is 1,262. The subset of translated sentences is
also stratified: 50 from each of the 20 languages that we in-
vestigate, besides English.
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Figure 1: Boxplot for the Flesch-Kincaid values for each speaker’s utterances, grouped by the language
of the speaker.

3.2.1 Features
We use several shallow, lexical and
morpho-syntactic features that were traditionally
used for assessing readability and have proven
high discriminative power within readability
metrics:

• Shallow Features

– Average number of words per sen-
tence. The average sentence length is
one of the most widely used metrics for
determining readability level and was
employed in numerous readability for-
mulas, proving to be most meaningful in
combined evidence with average word
frequency. Feng et al. (2010) find the
average sentence length to have higher
predictive power than the other lexical
and syllable-based features they used.

– Average number of characters (or syl-
lables) per word. It is generally con-
sidered that frequently occurring words
are usually short, so the average num-
ber of characters per word was broadly
used for measuring readability in a ro-
bust manner. Many readability formulas
measure word length in syllables rather
than letters.

• Lexical Features

– Type/Token Ratio. The proportion be-
tween the number of lexical types and
the number of tokens indicates the range

of use of vocabulary. The higher the
value of this feature, the higher the vari-
ability of the vocabulary used in the text.

• Morpho-Syntactic Features

– Relative frequency of POS unigrams.
The ratio for 5 POS (verbs, nouns, pro-
nouns, adjectives and adverbs), com-
puted individually on a per-token basis4.

– Lexical density. The proportion of con-
tent words (verbs, nouns, adjectives and
adverbs), computed on a per-token ba-
sis. Grammatical features were shown
to be useful in readability prediction
(Heilman et al., 2007).

3.2.2 Results
The optimal value for the logistic regression reg-
ularization parameter is found to be 1. We ob-
tain 0.59 F-score on the test set, on average, in
deciding whether a sentence was translated into
English or is an original English sentence. In Ta-
ble 3 we report the precision, recall and F-score
for the prediction task. We also report 95% confi-
dence intervals (CI) measured on 1,000 iterations
of bootstrap resampling with replacement (Koehn,
2004). The most informative features are mor-
phological features, more specifically the POS ra-
tios, as shown in Table 4. These results are sig-
nificantly lower than state-of-the-art performance

4For tokenization, lemmatization and part of speech tag-
ging we use the Stanford CoreNLP Natural Language Pro-
cessing Toolkit (Manning et al., 2014).
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Class Precision Recall F-score
Original EN 0.60 [0.55, 0.65] 0.56 [0.51, 0.61] 0.58 [0.54, 0.62]
Translated 0.58 [0.53, 0.63] 0.62 [0.56, 0.67] 0.60 [0.56, 0.64]

Table 3: Classification results and 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals for a 2-class prediction prob-
lem — original vs. translated text — using readability features.

in translation identification, suggesting that read-
ability features do not have enough discriminative
power for the prediction task5. Adding n-grams
of tokens and POS tags as features improves the
performance of the model, leading to 0.75 aver-
age F-score ([0.71, 0.78] 95% CI) in discriminat-
ing between English sentences and translations.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we investigate the impact of transla-
tion on readability as a two-fold problem. Firstly,
we investigate how the Flesch-Kincaid values vary
for original English texts and for translations form
different languages into English. We notice that
the values form clusters for the investigated lan-
guage families. Secondly, we use a set of shal-
low, lexical and morpho-syntactic readability fea-
tures to investigate whether readability features
have enough discriminative power to distinguish
original English texts from translations. We ob-
tain 0.59 F-score, on average, using only read-
ability features, and an improvement to 0.75 when
we add n-grams of tokens and POS tags as fea-
tures. Our results show that, although the read-
ability level of translated texts is similar for texts
having the source language in the same language
families, readability features do not have enough
discriminative power to obtain high performance
on distinguishing original texts from translations.
However, using only readability features the pre-
diction F-score is significantly better than chance
(p < 0.05).

In our future work, we intend to enrich the va-
riety of the texts, beginning with an analysis of
translations of literary works. As far as resources
are available, we plan to investigate other readabil-
ity metrics as well. We believe our method can

5Repeating the classification experiment for each source
language (that is, considering translations from each source
language Li, except for English, one at a time) shows that
the differences in performance are not statistically significant
(p < 0.05). Thus, we conclude that readability features can-
not discriminate between original texts and translations sig-
nificantly better for some of the source languages than for the
others.

Feature Coefficient
Verb ratio –1.59
Adverb ratio 1.49
Adjective ratio 1.35
Pronoun ratio –1.21
Noun ratio –0.88
Lexical density –0.83
Type/token ratio 0.49
Average number of syllables 0.49
Average number of characters 0.04
Average number of words –0.01

Table 4: Logistic regression coefficients for read-
ability features (the higher the absolute value of
the coefficient, the more informative the feature).

provide useful information regarding the difficulty
of translation from one language into another in
terms of readability.
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